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Follow me as I show you! 
All this bullshit a nigger go through, 
If I... now we're eating up at... 
So please quite down another second while I couch
you.
So people playing tricks, we just fuck and go, 
And you'll be wife at house, and we just fuck and go.
See enough time to be given, pretend a nigger... 
Through these holes it won't ring... 
I set in transition from... to mj, 
God the devil in his white dress, trying to tempt me.
Oh, yeah, I know I go to hell... so I did it twice with
twins... , 
And it ain't no such thing as exhaustion, so we're
working... 
Yeah, I got my team all green like game 7 in boston,... 

Chorus:
I'm staying... and I ain't going nowhere, nowhere, 
I don't want the... 
Fixing on my muscles soldier, sit back, relax and watch
me, 
You gotta keep my inner running!... 
I'm at my boy, stucking dollars... 

We're just half nuts, but now we have it all, 
... I'm making money too, 
My momma says she's proud, 
A hundred thousand on her accounts to keep her smile.
Niggers rapping about the cause and never get in, 
South west coast... they just... 
I'm going against the house now, 
I'm all in, trying to figure why my ex-bitch keep calling! 
Probably because I'm on tv... tv too, 
Bitches on my past asking for a redo, 
No I can't find you, don't wanna please you, 
Cause when... me too! 
Yeah, I love my... and ain't no... 
My enemies wanna be friends now, what a hell! 
Gotta be careful who you bring around... 
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Chorus:
I'm staying... and I ain't going nowhere, nowhere, 
I don't want the... 
Fixing on my muscles soldier, sit back, relax and watch
me, 
You gotta keep my inner running!... 
I'm at my boy, stucking dollars...
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